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I. TRANSONIC SELF-STREAMLINING WIND TUNNEL DATA
In the course of previously reported two-dimensional tests on
a 4 inch (lO.16cm) chord NACA 0012-64 airfoil in the Transonic Self-
Streamlining Wind Tunnel (TSWT)1'2 twenty-four runs were performed
with the flexible floor and ceiling of the test section set 'straight'.
"° These runs provide information on the gross boundary interference
present in a small non-porous test section (with a nominally 6 inches
{15_.24cm}square cross-section), where the model blockage is 8% at
_=O. These tests are discussed here because the associated data may
prove useful in the development of wind tunnel correction techniques.
Four sets of 'straight wall' contours have been obtained
experimentally which give constant wall Mach numbers of 0.3, 0.5, 0.7
or 0.9 in an empty test section. The walls in fact diverge to allow for
boundary layer growth. However, the walls are effectively straight in
the aerodynamic sense with no model present. With a model installed,
the wall boundary layer displacement thickness is altered by the
introduction of longitudinal pressure gradients. The walls are then
no longer effectively 'straight'. Wall adjustments to correct the
contours have not been attempted in this work. This point is raised
as a warning if the 'straight wall' velocity distributions are to be
used for any form of wind tunnel corrections.
V
The 'straight wall' runs are summarised in Table I. Assessment
of wall induced effects on the flow at the model have been made using
the top and bottom wall loadings. These wall loadings are determined
from the imbalance between real measured wall pressures (inside the
test section) and imaginary calculated wall pressures (external to the
test section). The wall induced effects are referred to as 'Residual
Interferences' and have been calculated in terms of induced angle of
" attack (As), induced camber (assessed as an effect on CL and tabulated
as ACL) and induced Mach number perturbation (AM). The force coefficients
CL and CD were determined from integrated model pressures. Notice that
for each run with zero angle of attack, the bottom wall supports a larger
- I-
E (average of the modulus of the pressure coefficient error between
real and imaginary flows along a flexible wall) than the top wall.
Since the imaginary flowfields above and below the test section are
uniform and undisturbed for 'straight wall' cases, the difference
between top and bottom wall E is attributed to the asymmetry of
model position between the flexible walls. This may be due to some
testsectlon centreline displacement or curvature introduced during
the experimental determination of 'straight wall' contours. The
high values of E for the straight wall runs imply high levels of
interference induced by each wall at the model.
The 'straight wail'model pressure distributions are plotted
on Figure I and tabulated in Table 2. Corresponding Mach number
distributions along the flexible walls are shown in Figure 2. It is
evident from the wall data that the peak wall Mach numbers rise
rapidly with increasing freestream Math number (for example, compare
wall data for the _=4°,runs 66, 40 & 42). This effect of flow
compressibility leads to choking of the test section which, of course,
sets an upper limit to the Mach number range of 'straight wall' tests.
The 'straight wall' model data (=, CL and CD) has been corrected
for interference induced by a non-porous test section boundary, using
the conventional technique developed by Allen and Vincenti3. Also, the
corrections due to residual interferences have been applied to the model
data (e and CL). Several options exist regarding the application of the
corrections for these residual interferences. Corrections can be applied
independently to angle of attack, lift and Mach number. Alternatively,
streamwise lift can be corrected for induced camber and Mach number
perturbations while angle of attack is corrected independently. Finally,
the three components of the residual interferences can be related to
corrections to lift while _ and M remain constant. To assist with data
comparisons, only the lift and angle of attack have been corrected for
residual interferences, with no correction applied to the freestream
Math number.
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Wall-induced errors at the model are assessed from the wall loadings
made_incompressible by use of linearised theory. In TSWT operation the
residual interferences are made small by wall contouring to streamline
shapes, even up to frees_eamMmch numbers of 0.85. In general, only small
• model corrections can be applied with confidence at transonic speeds. Hence,
in these circumstances, simple incompressible assessment of residual
interferences can be used over a wide range of test Mach number.
The corrected model data is summarised in Figure 3 where the
lift curve slope (dCL/_c) is plotted against freestream Mach number. Results
from 1TSWT straight wall and streamlined wall2 tests are shown together with
theoretical curves derived from linearised theory which are constrained to
pass through the Ibwest Mach number data point on each data set. There is
reasonable agreement between theory and experiment, especially for the
streamlined wall case. The model data corrected for residual errors is
very encouraging considering the gross boundary interference present in
the 'straight wall' tests. The Allen and Vincenti corrections appear too
large, particularly at the higher Mach numbers, illustrating the inaccuracy
of applying only simple corrections to the overall model forces which take
no account of detailed changes in the model flow pattern - for example,
changes in model shock positions.
The straight,wall data was obtained at freestream Mach numbers of
approximately 0.7, 0.5 and 0.3. 'Straight wall' testing above Math No.O'7
was impractical with this model. The walls were set to the appropriate
'straight wall' contours which corresponded closely to the freestream Mach
number of the test. The variation of CL and CD with = for the three Mach
numbers are shown on Figures 4 and 5 respectively together with streamlined
wall data and corrected data where appropriate.
The CL data can be conveniently summarised by the fitting of a
least squares curve to each set of data over the range -8o<_<+8° The
straight line slopes and zero = intercepts are:-
Slope Zero = intercept
Data dCL/d_ per degree CL
!
Mach No. 0.7 0.5 0.3 0.7 0.5 0.3
T
Straightwalldata .1563 .1197 .1091 -.0898 -.0752 -.0602
Straight wall data
cbrrected by Allen .0927 .0875 .0842 -.0519 -.0552 -.0511
&IVincenti method.
Straight wall data




data2 .1178 .0965 - -.0753 -.0574 -
i
If the streamlined data is assumed correct as suggested, by
comparison with reference data, then the 'straight wall' residual
corrections seem very good. The ratio of lift curve slopes for
streamlined wall data and residual corrected straight wall data is
.97 and 1.05 for Mach numbers 0.7 and 0.5 respectively.
The CD data as shown on Figure 5 relates only to pressure
drag. _ile magnitudes are aerodynamically meaningless, the symmetry
of the CD curves about the zero a axis is shown. Future work will
investigate the momentum defect in the airfoil wake, to assess model
drag.
p
The 'straight wall' data is presented here in graphical and
tabulated form to conclude the summary of current TSWT tests with the
NACA 0012-64 airfoil section. Because of the high blockage, this
data may prove useful to those engaged in the development of
interference correction methods for transonic wind tunnel testing.
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2. LISTOF SYMBOLS
e Angle of attack
c Model chord
CC Chordwise force coefficient
CL Lift coefficient
CD Pressure drag coefficient
CM Pitching moment about the leading edge
CN Normal force coefficient
Cp Pressure coefficient
E Average of the modulus of the pressure coefficient error
between real and imaginary flows along a flexible wall
! ] Cpr-Ceiln
M .Freestream Mach number
n Number of jacks along a wall
Rc Chbrd's Reynolds number
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TABLE 1 SUMMARY OF TSWT 'STRAIGHT WALL' DATA
Model Data Residual Interferences
i _ _ Aa ACL AM
= _ CL" CD" ETO P EBOT
I 66 I 4° ,706 .5466 .032 +.5 .0649 .O41 .1318 .0665
2 86 3° ,697 .3854 .0027 +.26 .0557 .029 .0897 .O431
3 55 2° .693 .2352 -.004 +.15 .033 .025 .069 .0417
4 54 OO .683 -.Iiii -.0109 -.115 -.0684 .023 .042 .0573
5 68 -2° .701 -.4636 .0013 -.413 -.0491 .033 .0462 .1031
6 67 -4° 8701 -.6624 .0505 -.654 -.0534 •O51 .089 .1742
7 40 4° .520 .4089 -.003 .255 .0629 .O15 .0751 .0236
8 53 3° .505 .2697 -.006 .302 .0692 .O11 .0665 .0194
9 39 2o .516 .1755 -.0098 .863 .0288 .O13 .0499 .O271
I0 36 0o .505 -.0728 -.O136 -.097 -•0057 .O12 .0290 .0406
II 52 -2° .499 -.3195 -.O136 -.222 -.0424 .O13 .0195 .0609
12 51 -3° .505 -.4415 -.O124 -.298 -.O591 .014 .018 .0724
13 50 -4 ° .504 -.5467 -.0092 -.363 -.0742 .015 .O182 .0857
14 44 IOo .301 .9753 .0565 .719 .1432 .013 .1485 .0473
15 43 8° .298 .8317 .0363 .637 .1186 .O11 .1253 .0385
16 42A 6o .299 .5872 .0133 .411 .0877 .009 .093 i .024
17 I 42 4o .304 .3658 _.0058 .221 .O583 .O08 .0654 .O193'
18'41 2°.296 .1608-.0109 .103 .0237.007.045 .0217
19 ! 40A i O° .293 -.0695 -.0131 -.067 -.0094 .006 .0265 .038520 45 i -2° .297 -.2801 -.0119 -.207 -.0394 .007 .0153 .0573
21 46 -4 ° .296 -.4871 -.0052 -.4 -.0631 .008 .0181 .0856
22 47 -6° .300 -.7399 .0095 -.53 -.1012 .009 .0338 .1078
23 48 -8° .296 -.9106 .0261 -.563 -.1301 1.013 .0378 1396










RUN NO. = 66
I_ING DATA FILE NAME = tWING1.DAT
INPUT FILE NO. - 19
UF'F'ERSURFACE LOWER SURFACE

























CN 0.8644 -0.3169 0.5475
CC -0.0314 0.0251 -0.0063










RUN NO. = 56:.,
ALPHA = 3.0
MACH NO, =0,697
WING DATA FILE NAHE = _WING1.DAT
INPUT FILE NO, - 10.
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE

























CN 0,6534 -0.2684 0.3850
CC -0.0343 0.0167 -0.0175








RUN NO. = 55_i,•
ALPHA = 2.0
MACH NO. =0.6927
WiNG DATA FILE NAME = _STWD.DAT
INPUT FILE NO. - 14
: UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE
%CHORD CP LOCAL CP LOCAL
0 0.0059 0.0059























CN 0.5383 -0.3034 0.2349
CC -0.0210 0.0088 -0.0122







RUN NO. = 54?
ALPHA = 0.0
MACH NO. =0.6831
WING DATA FILE NAME = _STWD.DAT
INPLIT FILE NO. - 15
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE

























CN 0.3439 -0.4550 -0.1111
CC 0.0013 -0.0122 -0.0109






• - 12 -
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WING DATA FILE NAME = _WING2,DAT
INPUT FILE NO, - 3
UF'PER SURFACE LOWERSURFACE

























CN 0.2819 -0,7452 -0,4633
CC 0,0162 -0.0311 -0,0149










RUN NO. = 67.- _
ALPHA = -4.0
MACH NO. =0.701
WING DATA FILE NAME = _WING1.DAT
INPUT FILE NO. - 20
UF'PER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE

























CN 0.3611 -1.0254 -0.6643
CC 0.0319 -0.0278 0.0041







RUN NO. = 40
ALP_IA = 4.0
hi__H NO. =0.5203
WING DATA FILE NAME = _STWD,DAT
INPUT FILE MOo -- 8
UF'PER SURFACE [.ObJER SURFACE

























CN 0.5298 -0,1221 0.4077
CC -0,0495 0.0180 -0.0315








RUNNO. = 53 :
ALPHA = 3.0
MACH NO. =0.505
WING DATA FILE NAME = _STWD.DAT
INPUT FILE NO. - 9
UPF'ER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE

























CN 0.4366 -0.1676 0.2690
CC -0.0327 0.0123 -0.0204








RUN NO. = 39
ALPHA = 2.0
MACH NO. =0.516
WING DATA FILE NAME = _WING1.DAT
INPUT FILE NO, - 9
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE

























CN 0.3876 -0.2126 0.1751
CC -0.0221 0.0062 -0.0159





TABLE 2.I0 _ _ :
NACA SECTION ANALYSIS ! _ -
0012_64 _




WING DATA FILE NAME = _STWD.DAT
INFUT FILE NO, - 10
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE

























CN 0.2539 -0.3267 -0.0728
CC -0.0014 -0.01 _== -0.0136





TABLE 2.11 °'_ ;_ "; _"_:'
NACA SECTION ANALYSIS
.0012-64
.RUN NO. = 52
ALPHA = -2.0
MACH NO. =0.499
WING gATA FILE NANE = %STWD.DAT
INPUT FILE NO. - 11
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE
_CHORD CP LOCAL CP LOCAL
0 -0.2193 -0.2193
1 0.5773 -1.0160 "
2 0.2785 -1.1308





















CN 0.1405 -0._594 -0.3189
CC 0.0122 -0.0369 -0.0247
CN -0.0755 0.1518 0.0762
AIRFOIL PERFORMANCE







RUN NO. = 51
.ALPHA= -3',0
MACH NO. =0.5047
HING DATA FILE NAME = _STWD,DAT
INPUT FILE NO. - 12
a
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE
ZCHORD CP LOCAL CP LOCAL
0 -0.3850 -0.3850
1 0.7382 -1.5082






















CN 0.0976 -0.5378 -0.4402
CC 0.0169 -0.0523 -0.0355











WING DATA FILE NAME = _STWD,DAT
INPUT FILE NO, - 13
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE

























CN 0.0598 -0.6046 -0.5448
CC 0.0198 -0.0672 -0.0473








RUN NO. = 44
ALPHA = 10.0
MACH NO. =0,3011
WING DATA FILE NAME = _WING1.DAT
INPUT FILE NO. - 3
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE

























CN 0.8656 0.1047 0.9703
CC -0.1375 0.0238 -0.1137






NACA SECTION ANALYSIS .
0012-64
RUN NO, = 43
ALPHA = 8,0
MACH NO, =0,298
WING DATA FILE NAME = _WING1,DAT
INPUT FILE NO, - 4
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE


























CN 0,7511 0,0776 0,8287
CC "0,1028 0,0231 -0,0798
CM -0,2157 0,0063 -0,2095
AIRFOIL PERFORHANCE
CL CD CM








WING DATA FILE NANE = _WING1,DAT
INPUT FILE NO, - 5
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE

























CN 0.5909 -0,0055 0.5854
CC -0.0706 0,0224 -0.0482






H c _E_-I A YSIS
0012-64
RUN NO, = 42 _
ALPHA = 4.0
MACH NO, =0.3042
_ WING DATA FILE NAME = _WINGI.DAT
_'_ INPUT FILE NO. - 6
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE























95 0_0695 _ 0.0145
UPF'ER LO_ER TOTAL
CN 0.4576 -0.0931 0.3645
CC -0.0457 0.0_44 -0.0313









RUN NO. = 41:
ALPHA = 2.0
MACH NO. =0.2961
WING DATA FILE NAME = _WINGI.DAT
INF'UT FILE NO. - 7
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE

























CN 0.3430 -0.1826 0.1604
CC -0.0207 0.0042 -0.0165








RUN NOo = 40
ALPHA = 0.0
MACH NO. =0.2934
WING DATA FILE NAME = _WING1.DAT
INPUT FILE NO, - 8
UPF'ER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE

























CN 0.2225 -0.2920 -0.0695
CC -0.0017 -0.0114 -0.0131
CM -0.0915 0.1097 0.0182
AIRFOIL PERFORMANCE






RUN NO, = 45
ALPHA =.-2,0
MACH NO, =0,2972
L_ING DATA FILE NAME = _STWD.DAT
INPUT FiLE NO, - 3
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE

























CN 0,1232 -0,4026 -0,2795
CC 0,0105 -0.0321 -0,0217








RUN NO, = 46
ALPHA = -4.0
MACH NO. =0.2959
WING DATA FILE NAME = _STWD.DAT
INPUT FILE NO. - 4
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE























95 0.0463 0,0679 _-
UPPER LOWER TOTAL
CN 0.0315 -0.5170 -0.4856
CC 0.0191 -0.0583 -0.0392









RUN NO, = 47
ALPHA = -6.0
HACH NO, =0,3004
WING DATA F!LE NAHE = _STWD,DAT
INPUT FILE NO. - 5
UPF'ER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE

























CN -0.0623 -0.6746 -0.7369
CC 0.0232 -0.0911 -0.0679








RUN NO. = 48
ALPHA = -8.0
MACH NO. =0.2959
WING DATA FILE NAME = _STWD.DAT
INPUT FILE NO. - 6
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE

























CN -0.1001 -0.8053 -0.9054
CC 0.0225 -0.1234 -0.1009
CM -0.0013 0.2199 0.2185
AIRFOIL PERFORMANCE








WING DATA FILE NAME = _STWD.DAT
INPUT FILE NO. - 7
UPF'ER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE
ZCHORD CP LOCAL CP LOCAL
0 -1.9572 -1.9572
1 0.9913 -4.90588939






















CN -0.1119 -0.9335 -1.0454
CC 0.0241 -0.1559 -0.1318
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FIGI_LE i. 7
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FIGURE 1,21
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I-IACHNI_[BER DISTRIBUTIONS ALONG .
THE CENTRELIh'E OF EACH FLEXIBLE WALL
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FIGURE 2.5
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FIGURE 2.7
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